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Craig Telescope Big Dig
June 28th & 29th, 2003
Report by Greg Smye-Rumsby
It was never going to be an easy task to find the remains of the
Craig Telescope that once stood on the Wandsworth Common.
Greg Smye-Rumsby's initial studies revealed tantalising evidence for the sitting of the telescope in 1852.
Unfortunately, when the derelict telescope tower was demolished in 1871 no accurate record was taken of its position
within the grounds of the observatory. Perhaps because not
many people lived in that part of the common at that time and
because it had stopped functioning as a telescope at least 14
years earlier!
A computer generated impression of how the Craig Telescope may have looked.

Our dig was
made possible
by Channel 4's
archaeological
programme
Time
Team.
They had put
together a plan
called the BIG
DIG to allow
self confessed amateur archaeologists to dig a 1-metre by 1metre trench, half a metre deep in their back gardens, but also
it meant that as long as permission had been given, to dig virtually anywhere! The Orpington Astronomical Society chose
Wandsworth Common. Although a little outside the area of
Orpington it was considered good enough to continue.
After much preliminary work finding old maps, articles and
newspaper cuttings a "best guess" plan was hatched. It essentially meant that we only had one chance at this dig so we had
to get it right. Although, we had permission to dig on the land
from the Wandsworth Council, we did not need to approach
English Heritage, the effective land "owners", as Time Team
had already been granted a special waver for the 1-metre
trench. The theory being that a small trench, even if carried out
badly, would do very little damage to any archaeology.
The weekend
of 28-29 June
was the date
fixed by Channel 4. Everything had to be
in place. Everything from all
the preliminary
work, to making sure we had

enough helpers and volunteers, to making sure there was a toilet! It was also essential that anyone that wanted to get involved understood exactly what was required of the dig both
from our point of view and also Time Team's.
The area that was chosen was just off Lyford Road on the west
side of the Wandsworth Common directly opposite Frewin
Road. Several candidate targets called "sites" has already been
chosen from various geophysics that had already been done.
The Orpington and District Archaeological Society very
kindly undertook a "resistance" survey on 1st June. This
proved a little confusing because the results showed very high
levels of resistance, demonstrating possibly the presence of
concrete just under the ground. Later another survey was conducted by a company called Sandberg using ground penetrating radar (GPR). These results were even more confusing because at first glance it showed two areas that could have been
candidates for the tower remains.
Based on these two underground surveys, two surface visual
surveys and a metal
detectorist survey,
the site was chosen.
Saturday 28th June,
started with a briefing by Rachel
Lovera - the site
manager, pointing
out all the various
aspects of a good
and safe dig. Soon,
however, everyone
was marking out our first trench. It was placed on "site3". This
was an area that had shown up well on the radar imagery. It
(Continued on page 2)
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proved inconclusive. By the time we had reached what was
considered 'natural" at a depth of 200 mm, we only had a
handful of small brick and glass finds. The picture was very
unclear. Still ignoring the "resistance" geophysics data, and
after some long and well argued suggestions by Paul Whitmarsh, another trench was opened. This was placed on the
north western slope - of what was becoming increasingly clear
as the grass was getting trampled down - a slight but distinct
depression. After a great effort by Tony Buick, Geoff and
Miriam Harries and Mike and Christina McRoberts with Frank
Witham recording the results (he had only come to watch but
got well and truly stuck in) it was concluded that there was
more evidence of building material - however nothing significant!

FROM ATHENS TO ROME VIA OXFORD
By Les Jepson
During our years together, Madeline Cox and I have trudged
up quite a few hills, both at home and abroad. This, however,
was our first volcano. Thankfully now extinct, its slopes felt
hot enough to raise doubts. It was only 10 a.m. local time, but
already the sun was quite ferocious. Above us, on the caldera
rim, was the Pontifical summer palace. On its roof were glinting domes; not clad with marble, but with metal. These silver
domes do not house religious icons, but rather astronomical
ones: telescopes. The story of how we came to be there began
three years earlier, in the capital city of another ancient civilization.

By late afternoon, the Channel 4 camera crew had captured all
they were going to. It was now up to us to find conclusive evidence on the Sunday before they would return. Greg had already been told that if we were on the programme in the evening it would only be for less than a minute. Well, we were on
the Time Team programme and it was for less than a minute. It
was interesting however, that on the first evening we were the
only insert into the programme that did not have an overseeing
archaeologist alongside the amateurs!
Sunday was going to be a successful day! Tony Buick had already said on the Saturday that he would not be able to make
the Sunday dig - so it was a surprise to see him as one of the
early helpers. Later we had Brian Weller, Ray Hemming and
various other members of the Hemming family including little
Jade (great enthusiastic helper). Sue Peters came along to give
a hand as well. Rick
Hewitt made sure
nothing had been left
out of the recordings.
The third trench was
put in just one metre
south of the area
picked out on the
"resistance" geophysics as being a possible
candidate. This trench
was a goodie. There
were lots of finds more brick more glass
and some mortar.
Late afternoon, we dug our last trench, after an amazing tea
break offered by one of the local people. This trench or "Site 4,
trench 3, context 1 & 2" to give it its actual name, proved very
interesting indeed. The first upper layer or context showed a
much higher level of demolition evidence - high levels of broken brick all more or less of the same colouring, pieces of broken mortar in great quantities, along with the usual bits of iron
and charcoal. By the time we had finished it was obvious we
had touched very close to where the telescope had once stood.
It was also becoming more and more obvious that the telescope had probably been completely removed in the original
demolition.
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Tower of the Winds, Greece

In the autumn of 2000 we spent a holiday in mainland Greece.
We stayed at Nea Makri, a small resort just to the south of the
Plain of Marathon and about thirty-two kilometers to the east
of Athens. We spent several days exploring the Greek capital.
During a walk around the base of the Acropolis we came upon
the Agora. This was originally an open space [hence: agoraphobia] containing a forum, a library, theatres, shopping malls,
and a market. During the First Century BC, in the time of the
Romans, an octagonal marble tower was built at one end of the
Agora. It functioned as a meteorological and astronomical
observatory. Its original name was the Tower of Andronicus,
after its builder, but it is more famously known as the Tower
of the Winds. Madeline and I had read about the Tower of the
Winds before, but came across it more by accident than design. We were delighted to see it. It has survived the intervening millennia remarkably well, and is in almost pristine
condition.
The following summer, 2001, we spent an enjoyable week in
Oxford. One day, in the Museum of the History of Science, I
was in the basement playing about on the computer terminals
there. Just out of interest I keyed “Tower of the Winds” into
the database and a picture was displayed – but this was a different, though very similar, building. Reading the text, I
learned that this particular Tower of the Winds is part of the
Radcliffe Observatory, which is in Oxford itself, at Green College. It is a quite faithful Eighteenth Century limestone copy
of the original in Athens, but is now used as a common room
by the college. We soon made our way to Green College,
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sneaked down a nearby
access alley, and had a
good look at the tower.
The college porter spotted us on CCTV and,
rather than having us
arrested, invited us on a
tour of the tower. At
around this time – I forget exactly when and
how – we learned of a
third Tower of the
Winds, this one adjoining the Vatican buildings in Rome.
This tower was built at
the instigation of Pope
Gregory XIII in 1576. Unlike the one in Oxford, it is not a
copy of the original in Athens, but rather of a Renaissance design in keeping with the other Vatican buildings. Although it
is called the Tower of the Winds, it is also known as the Gregorian Tower. In its uppermost room, a compass on the ceiling showed the wind direction by means of gearing to a wind
vane on the roof. The sun could shine through a genie’s
mouth on the wall of the Calendar Room to a meridian inlaid
across the floor. Along this meridian the signs of the Zodiac
were cut into the floor. At noon each day the sunbeam shone
on the respective sign that the Sun currently occupied in the
heavens. Here it was noticed that, on March 21st, the sunbeam
missed the actual Vernal Equinox point by more than half-ametre, and Gregory decided to reform the calendar to account
for the precessional drift since Julius Caesar’s time. The debates about how this could best be achieved were also conducted in the Calendar Room of the tower. Thus, our Gregorian Calendar came into being. Two centuries later, in 1789,
the tower was furnished with the best astronomical instruments
of the time, including a Dollond telescope. The facility was
now called the Specola Pontificia Vaticana. In the centuries
since, the Specola Vaticana, or Vatican Observatory as it also
known, has left the Vatican and flitted about to various locations in Rome. Since 1933 it has resided out of the city’s light
pollution, twenty-two kilometres to the south at Castel Gandolfo, the Pope’s summer palace.
The Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford

A year after our Oxford trip we booked a week’s holiday in
Rome for June of 2003. We got to thinking about the Tower
of the Winds again, and saw the possibility of adding the one
at the Vatican to our “collection”. Also, a chance to visit the
present site of the Specola Vaticana would really put the icing
on the cake. Madeline was the driving force behind the endeavour, researching it from books, the web, and sending
emails to various relevant persons. [Perhaps I should insert
here that Madeline has formidably tenacious research skills,
whilst my own might best be described as, “tries hard, but…”].
The upshot of her researches was that visits to the Specola Vaticana by the public are not generally encouraged, with perhaps the exception of RAS fellows. Madeline was not deterred – possibly due to the fact that just weeks before she had
been elected to that august body. Finally, an email arrived
from Father Sabino Maffeo S.J., vice-director of administration at the Specola Vaticana itself. His email contained direc-
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tions and times for catching the Castel Gandolfo train from
Rome’s Termini station, and a request that once in Rome we
should telephone him to finalize the day for the visit.
I must admit that events were racing ahead of my ability to
take them in. Here I was, a lapsed Anglican and aficionado of
ancient [hence, pagan] Rome, about to spend a week in that
great city, and being invited to the Pope’s summer palace by a
Jesuit astronomer. I remember well that Monday morning, the
2nd of June 2003. My brain was still trying to catch up as I
stood outside the public telephone box on the periphery of St.
Peter’s Square, as Madeline made the phone call to Fr. Maffeo
and fixed up the visit for Thursday, the 5th of June.
That Thursday morning was warm and sunny, as was the
whole week. We caught the train and had an enjoyable journey through the Italian countryside to the Alban Hills and Castel Gandolfo. I recall thinking how we in northern England
crow about the various railway viaducts there, and how many
arches this one has or the huge span of that one. Here we were
now, staring in amazement at a 2000-year-old Roman aqueduct marching across the landscape and disappearing over the
horizon! How many arches did that have? – Not to mention
the span! We were not done with wonders. The train spiraled
up onto to the rim of an ancient volcano, extinct for twenty
thousand years after a million years of sporadic activity. Castel Gandolfo is perched on the northern edge of this huge, circular caldera, which is now filled with water and called Lago
Albano: Lake Alba. Imagine, if you will, the southerly aspects
from this site, both geographical and astronomical. A few
days before, like all good tourists, both of us had rubbernecked
in astonishment at the Colosseum. It is difficult to describe
our feelings as this vast natural amphitheatre confronted us.
Finally, the train stopped at the tiny station on the inner edge
of the caldera, about a hundred metres below Castel Gandolfo
and a couple of hundred metres above the lake. The inside of
the volcanic rim is heavily wooded with pines and oaks.
Looking up, though, we could see the telescope domes of the
Specola Vaticana gleaming in the sun above the tree line. A
road curved down from the station to the shores of a lakeside
resort below. A zigzag path led upward to our destination on
the rim. We entered the village square of Castel Gandolfo: a
typical Italian piazza flanked by cafés, shops, and a church.
Forming the whole of the northern end is the façade of the
Pope’s summer palace and current home of the Specola Vaticana. We arrived at the huge wooden door, inset with a
smaller human-sized one. Madeline remarked that it is not
often that one has the opportunity to ring the Pope’s front
doorbell, and then promptly did so. I’ve seen enough similar
façades to know that behind it there would be a sizeable quadrangle and then the buildings proper. In my mind’s eye I envisaged an ancient retainer shuffling across that courtyard to
answer the door, and so expected a long wait as this imagined
odyssey progressed. I almost jumped out of my skin, though,
as the inset door flew open the instant that Madeline’s thumb
touched the button and an Italian gentleman in summery attire
greeted us with, “Si?”
After explaining our reasons for being there [thankful yet
again that people in other lands are mostly better linguists than
we Brits are!], we were invited inside. This gentleman seemed
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to perform similar duties to those of college porters in Britain.
From his lodge he made a telephone call and we waited. I had
been correct as to what would be behind the façade: a large
cobbled square lay before us with the main structure of the
summer palace opposite. There were gangs of workmen
sprucing up the place in readiness for the Holy Father’s summer vacation. At that moment, incidentally, that venerable
gentleman was jetting across the Adriatic Sea on a Papal visit
to five Croatian cities. In spite of his age and infirmity he is a
very busy man. Only the day before we had seen him blessing
imminent brides on the steps of St. Peter’s. A couple of days
before that he had played host to Colin Powell, the U.S. Secretary of State – we’d watched the helicopter swarm buzzing
over the Tiber. Anyway, after a few minutes, another casually
dressed gentleman emerged opposite and made his way across
the quadrangle. This was our host, Father Maffeo, a tall Neapolitan, who greeted us warmly and took us back across the
quad and into the Specola Vaticana. Fr. Maffeo taught physics
at the Roman College in Rome. He also served as president of
that college, director of the technical division of the Vatican
Radio, and is, as mentioned before, vice-director of administration at the Vatican Observatory.
We made our way straight to the refectory where we were introduced to several brothers and offered cappuccino. The coffee beans were ground and percolated by Br. Guy Consolmagno, a native of the U.S.A. and the author of several books
on astronomy and related subjects including Brother Astronomer and Turn Left At Orion. Madeline remarked that she had
read Brother Astronomer. Br. Consolmagno joked that he didn’t much care whether or not she had read it, as long as she
bought it. He explained that whilst he is quite adequate at preparing the coffee beans, expert hands are required for foaming
the milk to the precise degree of cavitation. A very tall brother
who hailed from Milan, and whose field of research is quasars,
performed this skilled job. We were also introduced to another Jesuit astronomer, this one from Argentina, whose expertise leans towards extragalactic X-ray and gamma ray sources.
As we sipped our excellent cappuccinos, Br. Consolmagno
told us of his expeditions to Antarctica in search of meteorites,
his major field of study. He also told us of various places in
Rome that are worth visiting for those interested in the history
of astronomy. A must-see, he told us, was the Church of St.
Ignatius, spiritual seat of the Jesuit Order, in the centre of the
city. In the Nineteenth Century this had become the Specola
Vaticana’s second home, after it was decided that the imposing
bulk of St. Peter’s dome was too much of an obstruction to
serious astronomy from the Tower of the Winds. The church
has four colossal columns intended to support a great marble
dome that never materialized. The structure, however, was
ideal for supporting the observatory. During this enlightening
conversation, in an adjoining kitchen, a middle-aged Italian
lady appeared to be admonishing more brothers over some
malefaction or other. Hadn’t they washed their cups?
We finished our coffee and Fr. Maffeo took us into the adjacent Clock Room, whose walls are lined with precision chronometers. Some are of English manufacture, others German.
Then we went up onto the flat roof and saw the two telescope
domes in close-up. The 8-metre one contains a double astrograph: a 2.4-metre focal length refractor with a forty-cm fourlens objective, in tandem with a Newtonian reflector of equal
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focal length and sixty-cm mirror. The 8.5-metre dome holds a
large refractor with a focal length of 6 metres and a forty-cm
objective. All these historic instruments are of Zeiss manufacture. The inside surfaces of these domes are lined with latitudinal strips of rich brown wood, probably mahogany. Quite
simply, they are beautiful. Fr. Maffeo drew our attention to
the apparatus for opening the dome slit…but I’ll return to that
in a while.
The view from the flat
roof outside the domes
was stunning. To the
south, the whole of the
giant caldera lay before
us, with the deep blue
circle of Lake Alba
hundreds of metres below. To the north lies
the Eternal City, difficult to make out but for
the white dot of St. Peter’s dome. A strange
tympanum-like device
on the roof seemed to
be aimed directly in
that direction. Fr. MafMadeline Cox and Father Maffeo
feo explained that this
was the microwave antenna for secure communication with the Vatican. It has now
been superseded by communication techniques at optical
wavelengths. In the gardens of the Villa Barberini, a short distance westward along the volcano rim, we could see two more
astronomical domes. These house the French-made Carte du
Ciel astrograph and a ninety-eight-cm-aperture, English-made
Schmidt, respectively.
Back downstairs, Fr. Maffeo took us into the library. Madeline was in heaven. Among the treasures here, Fr. Maffeo
showed us the groundbreaking Atlas of the Residual Lines.
These are the spectral lines that can be seen even when there is
only a vestige of the respective element in the spectral source.
Of course, the tremendous amount of spectroscopic work done
by the Specola Vaticana is far too great to detail here. It
would be hard to exaggerate the Vatican Observatory’s contribution to this field over the past one-and-a-half centuries.
Speaking of atlases, mention must be made of the work of Father Johann Hagen S.J.. He was director from 1906 to 1930,
and was responsible for the Vatican Observatory’s contribution to the Carte du Ciel [the International Sky Map], the Astrographic Catalogue, and the great Atlas Stellarum Variabilium [Atlas of Variable Stars]. He is also remembered for his
discovery and study of dark clouds of tenuous, interstellar matter sometimes known as Hagen's clouds.
Then we entered the room of the Vatican meteorite collection,
one of the most extensive in the world. Among these exhibits
is a Papal flag that was taken to the Moon and back by Apollo
astronauts. Also courtesy of NASA is a piece of moon rock.
Whereas all other nations received just one piece each, Italy
got two: one for the Italian state and one for the Vatican state.
All the while, Fr. Maffeo was telling us of some of the great
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scientists who have laboured at the Specola Vaticana over the
centuries. I’ll mention just one: Angelo Secchi S.J. [18181878], a great among greats. He was “multi-tasking” 150
years before our present-day whizz-kids even dreamed up that
ugly lump of jargon. It was he who transferred the Vatican observatory to the roof of the Church of St. Ignatius in the middle part of the Nineteenth Century. Sometimes called “the Father of Astrophysics”, he made the first systematic spectroscopic survey of the heavens, and pioneered the classification
of stars by their spectral types. He studied sunspots and
prominences and realized their interrelationship. He photographed the solar corona during the eclipse of 1860, invented
the heliospectroscope, the star spectroscope, telespectroscope,
and meteorograph. He studied double stars, meteorology, and
terrestrial magnetism. Besides teaching assignments in astronomy and physics at the Gregorian University, he found time to
discover three comets in the years 1852-1853. In his studies in
geodetics he set up a new triangulation base along the Via Appia, the oldest paved road on Earth. [During a walk along the
Via Appia the next day, Madeline and I saw a plaque commemorating this enterprise.] Fr. Secchi also went to various
cities to repair or install new water systems, and established
lighthouses in the ports of the Papal States. He also published
about 730 papers in various scientific journals.
Major practical astronomy was transferred to a facility on Kitt
Peak, Arizona in 1980. The instruments at the Specola Vaticana are well maintained, however, and are available when
required. Theoretical research is carried out, with data coming
in from the Kitt Peak observatory, from facilities in the Chilean Andes, and from elsewhere in the world. Summer schools
are a regular feature, and Fr. Maffeo showed us a study room
being installed with computer work-stations in readiness for
that summer. Alongside the observational and theoretical research a no less important activity is that to do with the historical and cultural aspects of astronomy and science in general.
Conferences and workshops are often triggered by the anniversaries of important events.
Finally, Fr. Maffeo, who was certainly aware that Madeline
and I had different surnames, asked us if we were a family.
We said that indeed we were. I half-expected a scolding, but
he just remarked that in that case one copy would suffice and
presented us with an English translation of his book, In the
Service of Nine Popes, a history of the Specola Vaticana. This
fascinating book now resides in the SHA library.
We said our farewells, thanked him for his kindness, and
Madeline and I stepped out into the village piazza. We had
been in the Specola Vaticana for two hours, but the visit had
flown by. We had some time to spare before the train back to
Rome, so we enjoyed a drink in the shade of a nearby café.
My mind returned – and continues to return – to the dome of
the large refractor and the apparatus for opening and closing
the slit.
It was operated by familiar means: an endless rope loop passing over a pulley above. Fr. Maffeo had explained that over
the years the braided rope had frayed and finally broken. He
showed us the old rope. It had a gauge of about three cm. He
bemoaned the fact that in our modern age those skilled in
splicing ropes seamlessly are hard to find – and when found,
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expensive. His solution had been to thread a suitable length of
small-gauge steel chain into a similar length of rubber garden
hose. He then inserted this into the same length of flexible,
ribbed electrical conduit. Thus, the chain provides the tensile
strength, and the inner and outer sheaths bring it up to the correct size for the pulley groove. The ends of all three were
joined smoothly, and the ribs of the conduit provide excellent
grip.
The previous paragraph may seem a bit of a non-sequitur. But
that little anecdote made me feel a kinship with those gifted
gentle men [I split the noun for emphasis] at the Specola Vaticana. They have much in common with amateur astronomers.
Whilst it is true they have excellent facilities, so do many amateur astronomical societies. When something goes wrong
they, like we, find the necessary skills among themselves to
make it right. Neither they nor we receive monetary reward
for our labours. But there is one difference between them and
many of us. We do it for the love of our science. They do it
for the love of their science and for the love of their faith.
Unlike many of us in this largely secular age, for them there is
no problem in reconciling the two. And yet…Madeline had
earlier brought up the subject of life on other worlds, and Fr.
Maffeo’s response gave us food for thought. He said that although science prides itself on its objectivity and its scepticism
pending proof, most scientists believe without a shred of hard
evidence that there is life elsewhere. As Fr. Maffeo observed,
isn’t that a species of faith?
—————————————————————————

MYSTERY SOLVED
Page 8 of the previous issue of this Newsletter featured a mystery picture of a Sphere with some workmen surrounding it.
The picture was from a glass plate negative found amongst the
possession of Revd Harold Buckton (1864 – circa 1947). It is
pleasing to report that SHA members Kevin Johnson, Derek
Jones and Dr David Cartwright were able to identify it as the
Pembroke Great Sphere or Uranium, built for Pembroke College by the Revd Dr Roger Long FRS (1680 – 1770).
Essentially an 18th century Planetarium in which up to twenty
or so students could sit whilst the 5.4m diameter sphere was
rotated by ropes, the north celestial pole being the axis about
which the device turned. Constellations were represented by
sheets of metal cut to outline shape and stars represented by
small holes pierced through. This ingenious device remained
in service for over a century before being removed outside and
eventually scrapped.
Ken Goward, who made the request for identification, is now
researching and writing a paper on the Pembroke Sphere for a
future edition of Antiquarian Astronomer and says that this is
an excellent example of how the sum of individual member’s
knowledge, can be pooled together. In view of the rarity of
images of Long’s sphere (only one other photographic image
is known of, plus a cartoon held in the Bodleian Library)
Buckton’s family have generously donated the plate to our society archive.
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In a Perfect Setting In the Best of
Company - The 2003 Annual Picnic
By Kenneth J Goward FRAS
On Saturday 5th July 48 members and their guests gathered at
the entrance to Wadham College, Oxford for a congenial summer’s afternoon picnic on the historic Fellows lawn. Ostensibly we were there to celebrate the first anniversary of the
founding of the society at that hallowed College moreover, the
afternoon was something of a ‘toe in the water’ to see if such a
gathering might become an annual event. Our host and Hon
President, Dr Allan Chapman, was unable to meet us on arrival
due to other pressing matters and had arranged for the Porters
to direct us to the garden to begin our picnic. What followed
was a classic example of inaccurate ‘cascading’ of Allan’s
original request down to the ‘chap on the day’. We were given
an imposing bunch of keys and told to follow some paths to
“the door in the corner”… Suitably impressed, we made our
way along the described route and through said door into a
beautiful walled garden – “lock the door behind you” said the
Porter and so we did. Our party quickly settled down upon
various blankets and chairs and into a variety of gastronomic
offerings, ranging from pre packed M&S sandwiches in crumpled carrier bags through to ‘proper’ picnic hampers with all
mod cons – and not least a crescendo of popping Champagne

corks. Allan arrived some minutes later with a look of abject
horror etched upon his face; we had mistakenly been let into
the College Warden’s private – VERY PRIVATE – garden.
A hasty retreat saw us back through the gate and onto the –
actual – and just as lovely looking Fellows lawn! Still, no
harm done and one nameless individual uttered that it was the
poshest place he’d ever been chucked out of!!
Our party settled down to enjoy the afternoon and, when our
various picnics had been eaten, Allan gathered us around to
recount some of the fascinating history associated with the college and the very lawn we were sitting upon. In his captivating style he told us of the antics of the ‘Oxford Experimental
Club’, from which the Royal Society largely grew. There was
much laughter when he cited one particular experiment conducted on the lawn by Dr Thomas Willis, Dr Richard Lower
and Robert Hooke possibly with Dr John Wilkins and Christopher Wren also in attendance. They experimented upon a dog
by cutting its main artery and pumping Opium based concoction into its bloodstream to see if the effects of the potion
would be accelerated by this direct application (using another
poor hound some time later, Willis discovered bi-lateral compensation within a living body). The effect upon the hound
was instantaneous as it lapsed into unconsciousness. The ex-
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perimenters proceeded – quite unsuccessfully – to try and revive their victim for the best part of an hour by pushing, shaking and kicking it about the lawn! Not quite to contemporary
standards of animal welfare and the RSPCA would approve
not!!
When Allan had finished his captivating discourse he showed
us around Wadham’s beautiful chapel before visiting the
nearby Museum for the History of Science. Again, Allan was
in fine form answering a plethora of questions from our members – and attracting a number of the public into his explanations of the various exhibits.
The afternoon was rounded off with tea in the Great Hall at
Wadham. We sat below portraits of the great and good of

Wadham College, including four Royal Society luminaries,
described in Allan’s own words thus: ‘1. The Revd Dr John
Wilkins, 6th Warden of Wadham, 1648 – 59. Founder in the
1650s of the ‘Oxford Experimental Club’, and a driving force
behind the Royal Society after 1660. He also became Bishop
of Chester. 2. Sir Christopher Wren. Before his architectural
fame he was most renowned as an astronomer, and held astronomical Chairs at Oxford and Gresham College, London. He
was also interested in physiology and brought the previously
mentioned dog (!) Studied Saturn. 3. The Revd Dr Seth
Ward, Oxford astronomy Professor and mathematician.
Friend of Wilkins, made telescopic observations from Wadham. Became Bishop of Salisbury: ‘Seth of Sarum’. 4. The
Revd Dr Thomas Sprat. A Wilkins protégé in Wadham. All
round experimental scientist. Wrote the famous ‘History of
the Royal Society’ (1667). Became Bishop of Rochester.’1
From the many conversations taking place and from the level
of cheerful banter it was self evident that nobody wanted to
bring about an end to the afternoon. My wife and I sat next to
Allan and that proved to be a seating arrangement with mixed
blessings; a pleasure to continue chatting to our Hon President
and help him consume what appeared to be a canteen sized
teapot specifically provided for his personal use by restaurant
staff who have the measure of him – the down side being that
we weren’t very far down the M40 before the effects of too
much tea drinking manifested. Have you ever tried to find a
motorway service area when your need was, well, express? (!)
At length our merry band made their various farewells and to a
person, they all indicated a willingness ‘to do this again’.2
And so we will.
It has to be said that we were unsure if it would be a success
and there were misgivings as to whether or not the event
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would merit a permanent place in our annual calendar. How
wrong we were on both counts, by any measure the 2003 picnic was a fantastic success and the smart bets are that it will
become one of the most popular events in the society calendar.
Council has formulated a policy that future picnics will take
place on the nearest Saturday to our foundation day. Every
second year we shall return to our birthplace, Wadham College. On alternate years the picnic will be at nominated UK
wide locations and, to that end, suggestions by members for
suitable venues around the country and offers to host are welcome. Subject to confirmation we expect the next few picnics
to be held thus: 2004 Woolsthorpe Manor, Lincs. 2005 Wadham College, Oxford. 2006 Orwell Park, Suffolk.
1

Direct quotation from a letter from Dr Allan Chapman shortly after
the picnic. My knowledge and memory being zero otherwise!
2
The Society subsequently made two donations of £30 from picnic
receipts to the Museum for the History of Science and to the Wadham
College Student Hardship fund.

—————————————————————

The Society Exhibition Display Stand
By Kenneth J Goward FRAS
Promoting our society or ‘public outreach’ (if you prefer those
tiresome modern jingoistic phrases) is important if we are to
reach and gather in new members and spread the word in a
more general manner.
One of the more obvious ways to achieve this is to have an
SHA presence at astronomical exhibitions and conventions.
Although only three months old with the kind help of the Orwell Astronomical Society who lent us their folding exhibition
boards, we were able to produce a small display for the BAA
Exhibition meeting in September 2002. That appearance
taught us a valuable lesson and at least eight new members
were recruited as a result. Council shortly afterwards authorised the purchase of our own dedicated exhibition display, but
given our limited funds the budget was minimal at best. Suitable professionally made display sets may be obtained for anything between £400 and whatever astronomical sum one cares
to throw in - obviously not an option to us. It should also be
borne in mind that there is a certain level of ‘sameness’ in
commercially produced displays – we are a very individual
society with, one hopes, high standards in style and detail.
The only practical option was to build one from scratch!

which are obtainable in quite ornate forms. We opted for a
table top mounted system with five display panels giving a
combined display frontage of 3 metres, the boards are illuminated by 12V Halogen lamps with a dimmer facility. The panels are rich olde world cerise in colour and all the uprights and
lamp boxes have been sprayed antique gold. To finish off Jacqueline machined up some heavy gold coloured cloth to make
a tabletop cover. The icing on the cake, perhaps, is background music by William Herschel, which is played on CD
through speakers concealed under the table. We also offer for
sale from the stand books published by Science History Publications at discount prices to members. The design is intended
to reflect an opulent baroque look – altar like in appearance and the materials came in at just over £300, but the finished
result more than justifies the outlay.
At the time of writing this feature, we have taken the display
to four different events around the country and, without fail,
each time we have set it up there have been audible ‘oohs and
aaghs’ from other exhibitors, who seem universally impressed!
Our Hon President saw the display at the Manchester AS Centenary Convention and somewhat proudly commented that the
stand hints at the High Church origins of British amateur astronomy. No better endorsement for our efforts could be
asked for!
Look out for the society display on the astro exhibition/
conference circuit. If you’d like to have us attend your conference or local event, please contact me (see Treasurer contact
details) and we will endeavour to come along.

The society stand at the Manchester AS Centenary Convention.
Image by Stuart Williams FRAS

Having manufactured the above mentioned Orwell AS display,
along with others for my local Traction Engine club (my daytime hobby!) the task didn’t seem overly daunting, especially
as fellow SHA member Garry Coleman and his wife Jacqueline kindly offered their services in the construction process.
As something of a habitual watcher of DIY programmes on the
TV, a germ of an idea formed from watching the renovation of
a staircase on one particular programme – don’t worry – there
is no pink MDF on our stand!! The SHA stand would need to
be demountable and easily fitted into the back of a family saloon. It needed to be light and it definitely needed to reflect
our historical bent. The germinated idea was to use banister
posts (posh carved ones adapted in Garry’s superb home workshop with finials and bases) as uprights to support framed
hardboard panels covered in Velcro material. The boards
could then be attached to the uprights by split barrel hinges,
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Changes Ahead for the Newsletter

2004 SUBSCRIPTIONS

By Clive Davenhall and David Rayner
The present issue of the Newsletter is the last one which will
be edited by Callum Potter. He is stepping down in order to
take up new responsibilities as the Editor of the Society’s Journal, the Antiquarian Astronomer, the first issue of which
should appear during 2004. Future issues of the Newsletter
will be produced by a small editorial team comprising David
Rayner and Clive Davenhall as Joint Editors and Stuart Williams and Madeline Cox as Associate Editors. The Newsletter
will continue to appear twice per year. However, because of
the introduction of the Journal its role will change. The larger,
more substantial articles which it has carried in the past, particularly those with a significant historical content, will move
to the Journal. The Newsletter will concentrate on disseminating news to members and will typically carry items such as:
news from the SHA Council, reports of SHA meetings and
notices of forthcoming events.
Despite this change of emphasis, we nonetheless hope that the
Newsletter will continue to carry short articles, typically including progress reports on SHA projects and requests for assistance with such projects. We would also like to carry progress reports on member’s own projects and `pen portraits’ in
which members introduce themselves and describe those aspects of the history of astronomy in which they are interested.
In addition, we hope to have a letter column: though the Society’s Yahoo electronic mail distribution list is a very effective
means of communication, not everyone has access to electronic mail. Letters on any aspect of the SHA, its organisation
and projects, and, indeed, any topic pertaining to the history of
astronomy, are welcome. Some guidelines for submitting articles and letters appear below. All contributions will be gratefully received!
Last, but by no means least, it only remains to thank Callum
for all the effort that he has put into the Newsletter in the past
and to wish him every success in his new role with the Journal.

Guidelines for Submitting Articles and Letters to the Newsletter
Articles should usually be no more than 1500 words and usually less. Electronic submission as an attachment to an e-mail
message is strongly preferred. Microsoft Word is the default
format, though we can probably handle most common formats.
Paper submissions will be considered, but we cannot guarantee
to retype manuscripts. Unsolicited articles will usually be accepted, but it is probably a prudent precaution to check with
the editors before writing one.
There is no maximum length for letters, but conciseness is desirable; we prefer not to abridge letters, but reserve the option
to do so. Both paper and electronic letters will be accepted,
the arrangements for submitting electronic letters being the
same as for articles, above. Typed paper letters are preferred to
hand-written ones, in order to reduce the likelihood of introducing errors when the letter is typed in.
Articles and letters should be sent to Clive Davenhall. For
electronic contributions the e-mail address is: acd@roe.ac.uk.
For paper contributions the postal address is: 30, Millar Crescent, Morningside, Edinburgh, EH10 5HH, UK. The same addresses should be used for inquiries.
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Members are reminded that subscriptions for 2004 become due
from 1st January. You are welcome to renew before that date,
as this will spread the load for our Treasurer! Members failing to renew by 31st March, will be deemed to have lapsed
their membership, as per Section 6 (iii) of our Constitution.
Please make cheques payable in UK Sterling to ‘Society for
the History of Astronomy’ and send your remittance to the
Treasurer, whose address appears on the last page of this
newsletter.
Rates: Ordinary £20. Family £25. Concession £15. Institutional £15. Overseas postage supplement £5.
————————————————————————————

APPEAL FOR ASSISTANCE
I am undertaking some research into church ceilings that have
star patterns painted onto them. I have already come across
two such churches, one at St Gregory's in Sudbury Suffolk and
another at Hove St Andrew, Hove near Brighton.
I believe that there may be many more such churches across
the country. Many will have been painted or restored during
the Victorian period, the vast majority are probably going to
be purely artistic. Some however may have star patterns that
reflect a period in time related to some special event connected
with that particular church.
I would like to ask any SHA member who is aware of any
churches which have star patterns painted on their ceilings to
contact me in order to continue this research and possibly open
a new area of astronomical history being represented in
churches.
Martin Lunn
e-mail martinlunnmbe@aol.com
—————————————————————————

LIBRARY REPORT NOVEMBER 2003
NEW ITEMS
Our Library continues to grow apace, and we now have about
140 books as well as a growing number of journals. Besides
receiving a bumper crop of donations, we have also purchased
a few items, all of which are listed in our catalogue elsewhere
in the Newsletter. We have tried to buy items which we think
will be of maximum use for members, items suggested by
members, and some that have come up for auction or sale second-hand. We hope you like our selection, but please keep the
suggestions coming in.
2003 DONORS
A heartfelt thanks to all our donors this year, who include Dr
Allan Chapman, Dr Michael Hoskin, Sir Patrick Moore,
Chris St J H Daniel, Peter Hingley, Fr Sabino. Maffeo, Jill
Wilson, Ken Goward, Kevin Kilburn, Sally Beaument, Peter
Fay, Jim Hysom., Madeline Cox, Cliff Cunningham, The US
Naval Institute Press, and Oxford University Press. My sincere
apologies to anyone I may have forgotten. It is invidious to
pick out just one individual from the above, but I feel a special
mention must go to Christopher St J H Daniel ,who has do-
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nated a superb collection of mainly nineteenth and early twentieth century books, some of them extremely rare and valuable.
We are also very grateful to Michael Hoskin, our honorary
Vice-President, for his numerous donations, and for selling us
a back run of the Journal for History of Astronomy (JHA) at
such a favourable price. I hope members will use these to the
full.
JOURNAL FOR THE HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY
The society has recently purchased an almost complete set of
‘Journal for the History of Astronomy’ and members may now
obtain individual volumes on loan, or paper extracts for private
research purposes at a nominal cost of 10P per copied sheet.
When ordering volumes on loan, please enclose stamps to the
value of 70P and send your loan or extract requests to the society Treasurer, Kenneth J Goward FRAS, who is retaining the
journal at his home address (see address details on back page
of this newsletter. We are missing the following volume Nos.
and would be pleased to hear any member who could supply a
missing edition? Vols: 4, 6, 7, 20, 33, 38, 42, 43, 45, 63 and
100.
LOANS PROCEDURE
It is not possible to give full details of items (e.g. publication
date, edition) in our Newsletter, but if you would like a full
catalogue please do not hesitate to ask. If you would like further information about the Library, or if you wish to borrow
any item, please email me at library@shastro.org.uk , or ring
01623 844121 (answerphone) for a price. It is helpful if items
can be returned to me at my workplace address : Health Information Library, King’s Mill Hospital, Mansfield Road, Suttonin-Ashfield, Notts NG17 4JL, marking them “SHA”. These
procedures replace the existing ones, which may be discarded.
Many thanks.

opening hours and holdings, email office@britastro.com or
ring 020 7734 4145 The Journal of the BAA is now held by us
(from 2003 onwards), and is currently available for loan from
myself.
AND FINALY….
Thank you for your continuing support for the Library. Much
as I enjoy having them, they are YOUR books and journals so
please keep on borrowing them!
Madeline Cox, Librarian
————————————————————————————

Some Final Thanks
To all that have contributed to the Newsletter both in this and
previous editions. Editing the initial editions of the Newsletter
has been an interesting experience as the society has got off
the ground. But doing three jobs for the society is probably at
least one two many.
The editorship is passing onto Clive Davenhall and David
Rayner, and I am sure the Newsletter will be in good hands.
Please remember to send all newsletter items onto Clive in the
first instance.
Callum Potter
(Ex) Newsletter Editor

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
I am pleased to announce that SHA Councillor Martin Lunn,
MBE, has joined the Library Committee. As I’m sure many of
you know, Martin is the proprietor of Aurora Books, and has
an unrivalled knowledge of the second-hand book trade, particularly in astronomy.
2004 CONFERENCE & AGM
At our 2004 Conference and AGM I intend to display all of
our loan items. You will be able to save yourself some postage by taking books away on the day!
AFFILIATION TO THE BRITISH ASTRONOMICAL
ASSOCIATION (BAA)
Our recent affiliation allows SHA members to use the BAA
Library for reference purposes and for photocopying. Reprints
cost 6p and 10p per A4/A3 sheet. For information regarding
•
•
The Society for the History of Astronomy extends a very warm •
welcome to the below mentioned, who have recently been
elected to our membership.
•
•
•
Mr Robert Bower of Kilmarnock.
•
•
Dr Richard J S Crossley of York.
•
Mr Guy Hurst FRAS of Basingstoke, Hampshire.
•

NEW MEMBERS
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Books
NEW ASTRONOMY BOOKS
AT DISCOUNTED PRICES
AND
SECONDHAND ASTRONOMY BOOKS
Martin Lunn MBE
6 Evelyn Crescent
Clifton
York
YO3O 6DR
TEL/FAX 01904 337989

www.aurora-books-uk.co.uk
E-mail: martinlunnmbe@aol.com

Mr Eric Hutton FRAS OF Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Mr Robert Anthony Marriott of Northampton.
Dr Stuart Leslie Moore FRAS of Thorpe-Le-Soken,
Essex.
Mr Alan C Pickwick FRAS of Sale, Cheshire.
Mr Alun Mark Salt of Alvaston, Derby.
Prof Markus H Woerner FRAS and family of Co
Galway, Eire.
Mr Jeremy Workman FRAS of Barking, Essex.
November 2003

SHA LIBRARY - NOVEMBER 2003
AUTHOR
Aaboe, Asger

TITLE

NOTES

Episodes from the early history of
astronomy
The Sun. Translated by JB Sidgwick

Reference only

Reference only

Ball, Sir RS

The vortex theory of planetary motions
Popular astronomy volume . Extracts
on horology & time
Great astronomers

Ball, Sir Robert

In the high heavens

Ball, Sir Robert

The story of the Heavens

Ball, Sir Robert

The story of the Heavens

Ball, Sir Robert

The story of the Heavens

Barlow, CWC &
Bryan, Gh
Beer, Arthur

Elementary mathematical astronomy

Bennett, JA/
Whipple…
Whipple Museum of
the
Berry, Arthur

Catalogue 3 : Astronomy & Navigation
History of Science

Abetti, G
Aiton, EJ
Arago,F

Bianchini F
Birks, John L

Blaise, C
Bryant, WW

A short history of astronomy from
earliest times through the nineteenth
ce.
Observations concerning the planet
Venus
John Flamsteed: The first Astronomer Royal
at Greenwich

Capp, Bernard

Chambers, GF

Astrology and the popular press:
English almanacs 1500-1800
Latitude: how American astronomers
solved the mystery..
Pictorial astronomy

Chapman, Allan

Gods in the sky

Chapman, Allan

Gods in the sky. Video

Chapman, Allan

Dividing the Circle

Chapman, Allan
Christianson, GE
Clerke, Agnes M
Copernicus
Cotter, C
Coyne, GV (ed)
Crowe, Michael J
Cunningham, Clifford J
Dick Steven J
Drayson,Lieut-Col
Dreyer, JLE et al
Evans, David S

Fontana, F

New observations of heavenly &
earthly objects. 1642 Translated by
Sally Beaumont & Peter Fay
The correspondence of John Flamsteed. Volume 1
Two astronomical anniversaries:
HCO & SAO
Victorian telescope makers - the
Lives and Letters of Thomas Howard
Grubb
History of physical astronomy

Forbes EG (Editor)
Gingerich, O &
Hoskin,M
Glass, I S
Grant,R

Reference only

Reference only
Signed copy

Herschel, C
Herschel, Sir JFW

Caroline Herschel's autobiographies.
Ed M. Hoskin
Outlines of astronomy

Herschel, Sir JFW

Outlines of astronomy 5th edition

Hoskin,M

The Cambridge illustrated history of
astronomy
The Herschel partnership, as viewed
by Caroline
The history of astronomy; a very
short introduction
Stellar astronomy : historical studies

Hoskin,M
Hoskin,M
Hoskin,M
Howse, D
Howse, D
Hueffer, FM
Jacoby, H
Jeans, Sir James
Jeans, Sir James
Jones, Bessie Z.
Jones, KG
Kamara,P

Ancient Roman mythology

The Victorian Amateur Astronomer

Kepler,Johannes

Epitome of Copernican astronomy

Edwin Hubble: mariner of the nebulae
A popular history of astronomy during the nineteenth century
On the Revolutions of the Heavenly
Spheres
A history of nautical astronomy

Kiepenheuer,K

The Sun

Signed copy

Reference only

Kilburn, K.J.& Cross, The Manchester Astronomical SociA..
ety: a History
King. H C
The history of the telescope
Koestler, Arthur

Reference only

Gregorian reform of the calendar;
conference proceedings..
The extraterrestrial life debate 17501900
The first asteroid; Ceres 1801-2001
Reference only
vol.1
The biological universe: The twentieth-century extraterrestrial life debate
Cause of the supposed motion of the Reference only
fixed stars: a sequel to The Glacial
Epoch
History of the Royal Astronomical
Society
Herschel at the Cape: diaries and
correspondence of Sir John
Herschel, 1834-1838

Reference only

Greenwich time and the discovery of
longitude
The Greenwich list of observatories.
JHA 17(4) . 2 copies
Hans Holbein The Younger: a critical
monologue
Astronomy: a popular handbook.
Extracts on time, the sundial & the
calendar
The mysterious universe
The mysterious universe
Lighthouse of the skies: a history of
the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
The search for the nebulae
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Reference only

Haramunundanis, K Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin : an auto(Ed)
biography and other..
Harrison, H. M.
Voyager in time and space: the life of
John Couch Adams
Hawking, SW
A brief history of time

Time Lord: Sir Sandford Fleming
and the creation of standard time
A history of astronomy
The Shadow of the Telescope: a biography of
John Herschel

Recent advances in astronomy
Lumen

Reference only

Vistas in astronomy, 7

Buttman, Gunther

Carter B & M.S.

Reference only

Fison, Alfred H
Flammerion, C

Kollerstrom, N.

The sleepwalkers: a history of man's
changing vision of..
Galileo's Astrology

Kollerstrom, N.

Newton's forgotten lunar theory

Koyre, Alexandre

The astronomical revolution: Copernicus,Kepler, Borelli
From the closed world to the infinite
universe
Newtonian studies

Koyre, Alexandre
Koyre, Alexandre
Lang, KR & Gingerich.O
Lardner, D & Dunkin, E
Lockyer, J N

A source book in astronomy and
astrophysics 1900-1975
Handbook of astronomy 2nd ed

Reference only

Stargazing : past and present

Reference only

Lovell, B & J

Discovering the universe

Lovell, B

Out of the zenith: Jodrell Bank 195770
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Maffeo,Sabino
McRea, W H

In the service of nine Popes: 100
years of the Vatican Observatory
The Royal Greenwich Observatory

Robinson, N H
Ross,H & Plug,C
Royal Observatory,

The Royal Society Catalogue of portraits
The mystery of the moon illusion

Schuster, Sir A

A Heavenly Library: treasures from
the
Royal Observatory’s Crawford Collection
Biographical fragments

Sellers, David

The Transit of Venus

Signed copy

Moncrieff ARH

Neptune - The planet, rings and satellites
Classical legends

Shapley, Harlow

Moore, Patrick,Sir

2001 Yearbook of Astronomy

Sharman, Helen

Moore, Patrick,Sir

Guide to the stars

Moore, Patrick,Sir

The planet Neptune: an historical
survey.
The moon considered as a planet, a
world, and a satellite
Practical astronomy

Steel, Duncan

Of stars and men: the human response to an expanding universe
Seize the moment: the autobiography
of H.Sharman
The expanding universe: astronomy's
"Great Debate"..
The new patterns in the sky: myths
and legends of the stars
Eclipse

Signed copy

Standage, T.

The Neptune File

Mammana,D
Michie, PS & Harlow, FS
Miner & Wessen

Nasmyth,James &
Carpenter,James
Nassau, JJ

Star hunters: The quest to discover
the secrets of the...
Practical astronomy 2nd ed

Edinburgh

Signed copy

Smith, R
Staal, JDW

Reference only

National Astronomy Meeting 2003:Programme
Neugebauer,O

The exact sciences in antiquity

Newcomb, S

The stars: a study of the universe

North, John

The Fontana history of astronomy

Pecker, J-C.

Understanding the Heavens

Taton,R & Wilson, C Planetary astronomy from the Renaissance to the rise of astrophysics.
Part A: Tycho Brahe to Newton
Taylor, EGR
The haven-finding art: a history of
navigation
Thom, A
Megalithic lunar sites

Plato

Timaeus & Critias

Thom, A

Megalithic sites in Britain

Proctor, Mary

Everyman's astronomy

Tosh,John

The pursuit of history. 3rd ed.

Williams,K

Wort,R.

Under an English heaven:the life of
George Alcock
Interview with Carl Chins on Radio
WM 31/1/03
Biographical Index of British Sundial
Makers from the seventh century to
1920
Stonehenge and its future

Wort, R.

Stonehenge and its future Part 2.

Wright, H
Young, CA

Kames Lick's monument: the saga of
Captain Richard Floyd and the building of the Lick Observatory
The Sun

Young, CA

A textbook of general astronomy

Proctor, RA

Flowers of the sky

Proctor, Richard

The moon: her motions, aspect, scenery, physical condition
A new star atlas. in 12 circular maps

Proctor, Richard
Quill, H
Reymond, A
Riddle , John
Riden, P+A1
Ridpath, Ian

Reference only

Williams,S

Reference only

Wilson,J

John Harrison: the man who found
longitude
History of the sciences in GrecoRoman antiquity
A treatise on navigation and nautical
astronomy
Record sources for local history
Oxford dictionary of astronomy rev
ed

Review copy

Before requesting material from the Library, please read the following notes
carefully.
1. First, check that we have the item you want. An up-to-date list of stock held
will be supplied on request, and will in any case be available on our website
at: http://www.shastro.org.uk or in the Newsletter. Additional bibliographical
details can be supplied if required..
We are unable to supply material from elsewhere, but advice can be given if
required on how to access interlibrary loans from your local public library, for
example, or from the British Library.
2. Requests may be made by post only, as pre-payment will be required, and
should be on the official form provided.
3. Members shall be responsible for all SHA material in their possession, and
will be expected to pay for any damage or losses incurred.
4. Fines will not be charged for overdue items, but members are requested to
adhere to return dates. Loans may be extended if the item is not required by
another reader. The service may be withdrawn from any member who persistently disregards return dates.
5. Items may be borrowed for one calendar month. The return date will be
clearly stamped inside the item.
6. Loans will be restricted to members in the UK and Ireland, due to the costs
involved in recovering lost items.
7. Please make sure you pack all items securely and supply the correct postage. Postage will be second class recorded delivery, except for heavy items
which may be sent 1st class only, to comply with Royal Mail rules.
8. No items will be sent unless payment (in stamps) has been received beforehand. The required amount will be indicated next to each item in the stock list.
This cost will reflect current postal charges.
9. The service may be withdrawn from any member who persistently breaks
the rules.
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Reference only
Reference only
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The Antiquarian Astronomer
The first edition of the SHA journal, The Antiquarian Astronomer, is progressing well, and we anticipate that it will be published before the Annual General Meeting being held in February. There are a number of interesting papers, and I am sure it
will be a fascinating read. Although being printed early in
2004 all those that were members in 2003 will be entitled to a
copy.
Although the 2003 journal is approaching the final stages of
publication, it is not too early to think about the 2004 journal.
Indeed, the earlier that papers can be supplied for next years
journal the better. If you have an idea for a paper, or have one
already in preparation, please let the Editor know.
A major benefit of membership of the SHA is the aid of other
members. So, if you feel you don’t have the skills to prepare a
paper, please get in touch and we will be able to organise a
mentor who can help you.
Callum Potter
Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND
CONFERENCE 2004
Few members, if any, who came along to this year’s AGM and
Conference at Greenwich would argue that the event was anything other than a hugely enjoyable day. 2004 will be better.
2004 will be larger. 2004, hopefully, will confirm and set the
standard for what is by definition the high point of our society
year. Council and Officers have put a great deal of thought and
planning into next year’s event. They have factored in what we
got right at Greenwich and factored out the – very - few things
we got wrong. They have consulted a number of members on
their expectations of the society’s principal annual gathering.
One member, at least, will welcome the fact that there are no
wheel clamps at our next venue…!
Next year we move to the Institute of Astronomy at Cambridge and two days have been booked for a veritable feast of
lectures, displays and socialising! Make a mark in your diaries
for SATURDAY 21st and SUNDAY 22nd FEBRUARY, better
still, send in your booking on the enclosed yellow flyer asp and
look forward to a fantastic weekend.
Subject to final confirmations, the weekend will consist of lectures in the Institute theatre, supported by trade stands and multiple displays in the capacious lobby with tea and coffee provided, of course. The Annual General Meeting has been scheduled after lunch on the Saturday, from 1.30 to 2.45PM. Guided
tours of the historic Institute and of the various telescopes will
be arranged. On the Saturday evening we have booked dinner
at nearby Churchill College, consisting of a Mulled Wine Reception, followed by a three-course meal with wine and the
evening will be appropriately rounded off by a genuine Victorian Astronomy Magic Lantern show.
We already have an excellent, nay mouth watering line-up of
speakers including; SHA Hon President, Professor Allan Chapman, Hon Vice-President Dr Michael Hoskin, Dr David Dewhirst of the IOA, Peter Hingley of the RAS, Mark Butterworth, Stuart Williams and Roger Jones. Lectures range from
Robert Hooke to Caroline Herschel to Sir Robert Ball and
much besides*.
As we all know, a central plank of society endeavour is to bring
together people from around the country interested in researching the history of astronomy. In line with this policy, time has
been allocated in the lecture programme for the presentation of short papers and we would appreciate applications
from members who have been carrying out their own private research into some aspect of the history of astronomy
to share the knowledge and experiences they have gained
from carrying out their project. Papers will ideally be of
20minutes duration, but shorter papers will be considered. We
would also appreciate member’s bringing along individual
poster displays too. In either case, please apply in writing to
our Chair, Emily Winterburn at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, London, SE10 9NF. OR email ewinterburn@nmm.ac.uk
Not resting on our laurels, discussions are already taking place
for the 2005 AGM and Conference where, in compliance with
our stated aim to reach all parts of the UK, we shall be travelling MUCH further north… In the mean while………………..
* Subject to final confirmations
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Council And Officers
Hon President:
Dr. Allan Chapman
Hon Vice Presidents:
Dr. Michael Hoskin
Sir Patrick Moore CBE FRS
Chair:
Emily Winterburn MSc
Email: chair@shastro.org.uk
Secretary:
Stuart Williams FRAS
26 Matlock Road, Bloxwich, Walsall, WS3 3QD
Email: secretary@shastro.org.uk
Treasurer:
Kenneth J. Goward, FRAS,
14 Keightley Way, Tuddenham St Martin,
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP6 9BJ
Email: treasurer@shastro.org.uk
Council Members
Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom
Email: nk@astro3.demon.co.uk
Martin Lunn M.B.E.
Email: martinlunnmbe@aol.com
Roger Jones
Email: roger.jones@shastro.org.uk
Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer
Callum Potter
The Cottage, Bredon’s Hardwick,
Tewkesbury, Glos. GL20 7EE
Tel. 01684 773256
Email: theaa@shastro.org.uk
Newsletter correspondence to:
Clive Davenhall,
30, Millar Crescent,
Morningside,
Edinburgh, EH10 5HH
Email: newsletter@shastro.org.uk
Librarian
Madeline Cox
Email: library@shastro.org.uk
Archivist
Mark Hurn
Email: archive@shastro.org.uk
Website Manager
Callum Potter (see Editor, The AA above).
Email: webmaster@shastro.org.uk
General communications to the Society should be directed to the
Secretary in the first instance.
SHA Website:
http://www.shastro.org.uk

Deadline for next edition of the Newsletter is the 15th of
April 2004. Please send all items to Clive Davenhall.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO A FANTASTIC WEEKEND
AT CAMBRIDGE AND REQUEST THE PLEASURE
OF YOUR COMPANY…
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